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Abstract
Mexico represents the third largest trading partner with the United States after China and
Canada, yet the retail apparel industry has not embraced Mexico as a preferred sourcing partner.
Imports from China and Southeast Asia far outweigh imports from Mexico in terms of the retail
staples of apparel, footwear, and accessories. Mexico, however, is increasingly becoming an
ideal venue for U.S. retail sourcing as Chinese wages and inflation rise. Mexico has become cost
competitive with China and it is much more conveniently located. In this honors thesis, I explore
Mexico as a sourcing partner for the apparel and footwear industries. I also explore Mexican
logistics and transportation and the opportunities for our local Tucson, Arizona community to
become a major inland port for future Mexican imports. I review why apparel retailers have not
yet embraced Mexico, and the catalysts required for apparel retailers to transfer more sourcing
opportunities to Mexico. Finally, I challenge both perceived and real obstacles to Mexican
manufacturing and sourcing and conclude that Mexico will emerge as a dominant partner to the
U.S. retail industry within the next generation.
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Current State of the Mexican Economy and Political Environment
From an economic standpoint, Mexico is rising as a world power. Mexico's gross
domestic product in 2011 was $1.1 trillion and its per capita GDP of $9,950 falls within the
World Bank's upper middle income category. Mexico has the second highest GDP in Latin
America behind Brazil (Villarreal). The Economist is forecasting Mexico’s GDP to grow at a
healthy 3.9% in 2013 (EIU). In addition as a world trade partner, Mexico has a network of 11
free trade agreements covering 43 countries, putting more than 90% of its trade under free trade
agreements. Mexico trades more than Argentina and Brazil combined, and more per capita than
China (USA Today). Mexico outperformed Brazil in economic growth in 2011 (3.9% compared
to 2.7%) and is forecast to continue. The Economist Intelligence Unit reports that Mexico’s
sound macroeconomic fundamentals, solid banking sector, and competitive sector are helping
Mexico’s economy and its ability to weather external conditions, yet economic growth has been
limited by a need for structural reforms in the labor, education, energy and fiscal sectors (EIU).
In July 2012, Enrique Pena Nieto of the centrist Partido Revolucianrio Institutional (PRI)
party won the presidency of Mexico, replacing the former President Felipe Calderon. The
modern PRI is viewed as a centrist party that is focused on improving Mexico's business
environment and lifestyle for the middle class. Today Mexico's expanding middle-class is 60
million people strong and the PRI platform is centered on improving those areas requiring
structural reform, specifically the privatization of government run energy, the tax system and the
labor markets to ensure that this segment of the population continues to flourish. For instance,
Pena Nieto recently introduced a bill in Mexico to modernize Mexico's workforce allowing
employers to fire workers and hire workers on a part-time or trial basis. By "de-risking" the
hiring process for employers, Pena Nieto believes that more employers will freely hire more
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workers, increasing the employment base. Under Calderon, many believed that the reforms as
suggested by Pena Nieto were sorely needed. Mexico's GDP growth rate under the Calderon
regime averaged only 1.9 percent per year, as opposed to the 3 to 4 percent growth rates
projected for this and the next fiscal year.
Mexico's continued rise as an economic force with a more progressive government
provides a sound backdrop for increased U.S. trade and supply chain sourcing. U.S. merchandise
trade with Mexico has been steadily rising over the past ten years.

U.S. imports from Mexico reached $285.4 billion in 2011, with petroleum and oil
accounting for 15% of total imports; automobiles and auto parts accounting for 11% of total
imports; and television parts and data processing machines accounting for another 11% of total
imports. China and Southeast Asia remain the primary source of manufacturing for most U.S.
imports of consumer goods within retail supply chains, but the recent changes in the Mexican
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political and regulatory landscape as well as rising wages and costs in Asian countries could
propel Mexico into a more dominant factor for consumer focused retailers (Villarreal).
AlixPartners, estimated in their 2011 cost report that Mexico is now the cheapest country
with lowest landed costs in the world for manufacturing. Mexico leads India (number 2), China
(number 3) and Brazil (number 4) (AlixPartners). Over the past decade, even Chinese
manufacturers have capitalized on Mexico's lower cost equation by locating manufacturing
operations in Mexico. The news source, Money Morning, estimates that there are between 20 to
25 Chinese manufacturers operating in Chihuahua, Tamaulipas and Baja (Fitz-Gerald). Wages
and transportation costs make Mexico uniquely attractive today. The outsourcing firm, The
Offshore Group, notes that in 2003 Mexican wages were double those in China, but today that
ratio has decreased to 1.15 times, a significant cost savings (The Offshore Group). That cost
savings combined with significantly lower shipping costs due to Mexico's proximity to the U.S.
is causing many U.S. manufacturers to reconsider Mexico as a viable outsourcing and supply
chain partner.

Mexican Manufacturing Capabilities -- Generally
Mexico as a manufacturing base for U.S. imports seems extremely logical when weighing
its labor and transportation cost advantages, but what manufacturing capabilities does Mexico
have and how do they stack up to those available world-wide? Mexico has a fairly robust
manufacturing sector, a qualified workforce and a compelling regulatory framework especially
for exports to the U.S.

Manufacturing Plants:
In the 1960's Mexico allowed foreign-owned businesses to set up plants in Mexico to
produce exports. These plants, or Maquiladoras, were largely owned by U.S. parent companies
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and could import materials duty-free as long as the finished goods produced went to export. The
Maquiladora program fostered solid growth in Mexico's manufacturing capabilities. Upon
passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement or NAFTA in 1993 (went into effect in
1994), which further liberalized regulation on trade between the U.S. and Mexico, the number of
Mexican manufacturing plants took another sizeable step forward. Maquiladora plants preNAFTA had grown to approximately 1,920 and during the seven years following the passage of
NAFTA increased again to 3,590. Then in 2007, the Mexican government chose to level the
playing field for Maquiladora and domestic manufacturers by developing the Maquiladora
Manufacturing Industry and Export Services, or IMMEX, and today Mexico does not distinguish
between foreign-owned Maquiladora plants and domestic plants. As of April 2012, total
manufacturing plants within Mexico (former Maquiladora and domestic) were 5,075 with 1.9
million Mexican jobs in the manufacturing sector. Most of Mexico's manufacturing facilities
center around the U.S./Mexican border located primarily in Baja (971), Nuevo Leon (659),
Chihuahua (474) and Tamaulipas (363) (Villarreal).
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Map of Mexican States

The majority of Mexico's manufacturing activity is focused on the automobile, aerospace
and medical device industries, yet the apparel, shoe and textile industries are also increasingly
looking at Mexico as an option. Mexico is the largest supplier of auto parts to the U.S. and U.S.
auto company Tier 1 suppliers such as Delphi, Magna, Visteon, TRW Automotive and Johnson
Controls all have manufacturing facilities throughout Mexico. In addition, Ford, General Motors
and Toyota all have assembly facilities in Mexico. In aerospace, Canadian airplane manufacturer
Bombardier Aerospace, produces large fuselage and composite sections for many of its aircraft
in Mexico and has driven its suppliers to the country as well. Medical device companies,
Cardinal Health and Medtronic, are among the approximate 230 medical device companies
manufacturing in Mexico. Experts within these three industries all foresee further expansion of
manufacturing activity within Mexico (Goldsberry).
In 2010, global accounting and consulting firm, Deloitte, and the U.S. Council for
Competitiveness conducted a survey of 400 senior level manufacturing executives worldwide to
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develop an index of country manufacturing competitiveness. The survey ranked the responses to
develop a list of the most competitive manufacturing countries now and in five years. Rankings
were based on ten factors: talent; cost of labor and materials; energy cost and policies;
economic, trade, financial and tax systems; quality of physical infrastructure; government
investments in manufacturing and innovation; legal and regulatory system; supplier network;
local business dynamics; and quality and availability of healthcare. A listing of the top ten most
competitive countries now and in five years is shown in the tables below:

Mexico ranked seventh in the world in manufacturing competitiveness with the
projection to improve to sixth over the next five years. The Deloitte report also commented on
Mexico's manufacturing strengths in automotive, its low labor rates, improving quality standards
and proximity to the U.S. as drivers for Mexico's continued manufacturing success (Allen).

Workforce:
In addition to growing its manufacturing plants and capabilities, Mexico also has an
improving pool of labor. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
estimates that 50 percent of Mexico’s citizens age 15 to 19 are enrolled in an educational
11

program. Mexico has the largest percentage population pursuing engineering degrees in Latin
America and graduates approximately 90,000 engineers annually. Mexico has a strong university
system which includes specialty trade and technical schools. Mexico’s Vocational Education
Training (VET) system offers three levels of vocational and trade school training providing 50
percent of the curriculum on practice of the trade (Goldsberry).
An educated labor pool is an obvious plus for any manufacturing based economy, but
Mexico offers another advantage as a global manufacturer. Its proximity to the U.S. provides a
ready stable of industry and technical specialists as well as research and development talent. A
U.S. company near-shoring manufacturing operations in Mexico can benefit from sharing
specialized and management talent from U.S. operations with its Mexican manufacturing partner.
In addition, because of Mexico's proximity, there are numerous U.S. consulting firms that
specialize in Mexican manufacturing operations and will develop turn-key operations and assist
in managing facilities as needed.

NAFTA and U.S. Exports:
The implementation of NAFTA in 1994 and several successive improvements to the trade
agreement have virtually removed trade barriers between Mexico and the U.S. Generally,
NAFTA eliminates all duty or tariffs for imports and exports between the U.S. and Mexico. In
addition, NAFTA also removed other regulatory impediments. For instance, for the automotive
industry NAFTA eliminated most rules of origin provisions, enhanced protection of intellectual
property rights, and caused less restriction in government procurement practices. For the textile
and apparel industries, NAFTA eliminated quotas and tariffs. Post NAFTA, U.S. companies can
establish key manufacturing supply chain partners in Mexico and operate from a trade and tariff
perspective as though they were operating within the U.S.
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Mexican Shoe Manufacturing Capabilities
Mexico boasts a strong shoe manufacturing industry. The majority of such manufacturing
is concentrated in three primary regions: Leon, Guadalajara/Jalisco and Mexico City. A map of
the shoe manufacturing regions within Mexico is shown below:

Leon represents the hub of the shoe industry with over 68% of all shoe manufacturing located
there. Guadalajara/Jalisco houses 18% and Mexico City accounts for about 12% of all shoe
related manufacturing (Geo-Mexico).
As of 2010, Mexico reported over 8,000 footwear manufacturers or suppliers to the
footwear industry. In total Mexico produces an estimated 250 million pairs of shoes annually
13

(1.6% of the world's volume). Mexico increased its exports of shoes in 2011 by 24% over the
prior year, with 11 million pairs exported, primarily to the American market (SAPICA). Some
manufacturers are quite large, but 33% are firms with only 10 to 50 employees and 56% are very
small businesses (largely family owned) with less than 10 employees (Geo-Mexico). Large
manufacturers such as Groupo Flexi manufacture for their own Flexi branded stores within
Mexico as well as provide exports for well known U.S. brands and European brands such as
Nike, Florsheim Clarks of England and Rockport. Grupo Flexi has been manufacturing since
1935 and produces over 13 million pairs of shoes annually, employing approximately 4,500
workers (Flexi). Groupo Flexi specializes in men's shoes and comfort shoes. Another large
manufacturer is Emyco, founded in 1926, which also employs about 4,500 workers and produces
about six million pairs of shoes annually (Geo-Mexico). Emyco manufactures primarily for their
own branded retail outlets within Mexico, but is also an exporter to Macy's in the U.S. Emyco's
shoe manufacturing capability is diverse with a new focus on fashion through its "Sexy Walk"
line of shoes for women (Candel). A third would be Alba de Roma, a shoe and accessory
manufacturer since 1957. This family owned company has the capacity to produce up to 4,000
pairs of shoes weekly and focuses on fashion trends (CICEG). Both large and smaller
manufacturers boast state of the art facilities such as the Groupo Flexi facility pictured below:
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Source:Real Results Magazine.
In addition to shoes of all types, Mexican shoe manufacturers are also known for the
manufacture of leather and exotic cowboy boots. Boots manufactured in Mexico include hides of
crocodile, cayman, armadillo, iguana, ostrich and snake. Manufacturers include Botas Je-Ver,
Botas Jaca and Rancho-Boots. These boot manufacturers are relatively small, but highly
specialized, employing 50 to 200 workers each (Geo-Mexico).
The Mexican shoe industry also has active trade organizations to promote the industry
and drive manufacturing activity. For instance SAPICA is a private Mexican trade group that
sponsors the largest shoe fair in the Americas twice annually. The show is held in Leon,
Guanajuato and brings thousands of buyers, shoe brands, manufacturers and others together to
view trends and make business connections. The State of Guanajuato also has an agency,
COFOCE, dedicated to promoting the export of goods to international buyers. COFOCE offers
professional services including supply chain matchmaking, translation, information on raw
materials suppliers and regulatory and government contacts (SAPICA.com, COFOCE.gob).
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Within the State of Guanajuato the shoe industry also benefits from the promotion from CICEG,
the Camara de la Industria del Calzado, or in effect a shoe chamber of commerce. CICEG assists
in placing manufacturing business, arranging financing, fostering manufacturing directories and
a variety of other business services (CICEG.org).
Given Mexico's rising power as a shoe manufacturer, many well-known U.S. and
international brands have opened or are considering opening manufacturing operations in the
country. Notably, the fast-fashion powerhouse, Inditex, has plans to triple its footwear
production to approximately two to three million pairs annually in Mexico. Inditex, sponsor of
the popular ZARA retail brand, manufacturers through a cluster of ten Leon-based shoe
manufacturers. Inditex representatives have commented that Mexican quality is good and supply
chain and lead times fit within a seven week fast fashion turnaround time. In addition, Inditex
notes that Mexico's cost structure is competitive with every other shoe manufacturer, second
only to China. Inditex hopes to increase Mexican manufacturing to meet the rising demand for
shoes in the U.S., Canada, Central and South America. Inditex also plans to export Mexican
manufactured shoes to Japan and Europe. Another major brand, Nike, has doubled its
Guanajuato based production from 400,000 pairs annually to 750,000. Nike manufactures its
fashion line of sneakers in Mexico, and has stated that it is looking to expand in Mexico and
make Mexican manufacturers as competitive as Asian manufacturers. Steve Madden is also
increasing capacity in Mexico and has noted that Mexico is a better alternative for complex
production than is Asia (Freeman). Crocs has also emphasized Mexico in its manufacturing
supply chain. In 2008 the company discontinued its shoe manufacturing in Canada and Brazil in
order to consolidate in Mexico (Crocs).
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Overall, Mexico represents a unique opportunity for the fashion and retail industry
generally with respect to shoes. As a country it has domain expertise in the industry, well
established factories, raw material proximity, a skilled and well priced labor supply, appealing
regulatory structure and most notably proximity to one of the largest shoe-consuming countries
in the world, the United States

Mexico Versus China as a Trading Partner
Wage and Workforce Analysis:
Over the last 15 years China and other Asian countries have grown into the dominant
trading partners and manufacturing sources for the U.S. and U.S. apparel and shoe
manufacturers, largely due to a very inexpensive labor force. Strong economic conditions and a
rise in currency in China, however, have led to increasing Chinese hourly manufacturing wages
over the past decade. As a result, today wages in Mexico for manufacturing labor have almost
reached parity (about 1.15 times higher) with the Chinese. Mexican manufacturing consulting
firm, Tacna, notes that Mexico's wages have remained relatively stable over the past several
years, while China's wages have risen, making Mexico a very cost competitive manufacturing
alternative. Wages as compiled by Tacna over the past several years are shown in the chart
below:
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Tacna Services, Inc.
In addition, Chinese wages are expected to continue to rise. Consulting firm Alix Partners
estimated in 2011 that Chinese wages would continue to rise by 30% per annum, and Mexican
wages are expected to be relatively stable.
In addition, although China boasts the largest labor force in the world with over 800
million workers, Mexico has a strong labor force of 78 million and its labor force is ranked the
hardest-working in the world by the World Trade Organization and the Organization of
Economic Co-operation and Development. Mexican laborers are accustomed to a 48-hour work
week. Mexico also has reasonable and well-respected employee-safety practices, health and
safety monitoring and child-labor laws. China continues to lack strong protections in these areas
(The Offshore Group).
The Mexican labor force is relatively young with 42% between ages 20 and 49. The
Mexican government, existing manufacturers and employers, and various Mexican shelter firm
providers (consulting firms offering turn-key manufacturing start-up) have been instrumental in
linking trade schools with expanding industries to provide industry-specific and technical
training. In Baja, California for example, Mexico has 115 technical schools and 32 universities.
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Ciudad Juarez is home to 13 technical schools and 10 universities. Thus the Mexican workforce
has attractive age and education characteristics. In addition, current domestic and international
employers note that the workforce is stable with low turnover and is highly motivated (The
North American Production Sharing).

Supervision and Management:
In addition to a cost effective, skilled and motivated workforce, Mexico has other key
employment advantages centering on its proximity to the U.S. For the U.S. company, Mexico's
proximity and cultural similarity provides significant supervision and management advantages,
especially when compared to China. A summary of such advantages are shown in the table
below:
Supervision and Management Advantages of Mexico
Mexico
Time Zones/Time to travel A few hour flight away
Generally within U.S. time
zone
Generally the same holidays
Travel cost similar to traveling
Cost to Travel/Travel
across U.S.
Considerations
Trips can be accomplished
within the same day
Travel papers not difficult to
obtain
Latin based language, widely
Language
spoken and taught in the U.S.
.

China
Several hours (day) travel
Time difference of up to 13
hours
Completely different holidays
Travel cost much higher
Trips require advance planning
and take longer
Work and travel visas can be
difficult to obtain
Language is character based,
requires special instruction.

As shown above, a U.S. manufacturer can manage a plant in Mexico both locally but also
with U.S. personnel with relative transportation ease. China is not so easy. In a recent site visit at
Petsmart's headquarters in Phoenix, Arizona, a product development executive stated that
managing Chinese operations can be quite challenging. For instance planning a simple
conference call can take up to three days after accounting for time differences in schedules.
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Proximity provides an enormous advantage for Mexico as an apparel or shoe
manufacturing destination as quality monitoring and addressing changes for new styles can be
effectively managed from the U.S.
Mexico Versus China as a Trading Partner

Legal and Regulatory Analysis:
Trade treaties: From a purely legal and regulatory standpoint, Mexico handily beats
China as a trading partner for a U.S. Retailer focused on the shoe industry. Mexican/U.S. trade is
governed primarily by the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and a variety of
amendments that have been made to that agreement since it first went into effect in 1994. Most
notably NAFTA provides that trade between the U.S. and Mexico entails no duties and tariffs. In
addition, because of recent amendments related to shipment by truck between the U.S. and
Mexico, transport of Mexican goods by truck is becoming increasingly easy. In addition to
Mexico's appeal as a U.S. trading partner because of NAFTA, Mexico is also one of the world's
most open trading countries with respect to trade policy. Mexico has free trade agreements
involving 44 countries, thus the import of raw materials from countries around the world is likely
to be viable under one of its existing agreements.
China has had an accommodating trade policy with the U.S. as well, however, many
experts anticipate that this situation could change should China continue to manipulate the value
of its currency in world financial markets. Many U.S. businesses and legislators have called for
China to discontinue its currency manipulation to level trading. Threats of a U.S./China trade
war have been made to pressure Chinese currency management. Should trade/currency issues
escalate, Mexico could become an even more attractive trade partner.
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Incentives and Government Support: Mexico and specifically the Mexican shoe
industry in Guanajuato have implemented trade incentives to increase shoe manufacturing
activity. The incentives provide money for jobs created. Guanajuato also provides training
programs and state sponsored design centers to support its shoe industry. China, on the other
hand, provides few incentives or government support for shoe manufacturers.
Labor Regulation: Mexico offers a well-regulated labor market, free of typical sweat
shops. Labor laws provide for minimum wages, regulated work weeks, and regulated vacation
time. Mexico has child labor laws and 90% of Mexican labor in the shoe industry is unionized.
Manufacturing in Mexico, as a result, is reasonably easy for a U.S. company to navigate and
labor disputes or exploitative labor practices should not endanger public relations or cause
operating difficulties.
China, on the other hand, has some wage and work laws, but lags Mexico in child labor
laws and good working conditions for its laborers. The possibility of a labor public relations
difficulty for a U.S. company is higher in China than in Mexico.
Environmental Regulation/ Health and Safety: Mexico has relatively strict
environmental and health and safety laws, again similar to those in the U.S., although somewhat
more lenient. China, on the other hand, has fairly lax to no regulation in these areas, as a result,
material fiascos such as lead paint in children's toys are common. In addition the resurgence of
bird flu and environmental concerns such as dead pigs found in a river near Shanghai are shining
a greater light on the health safety of China. Air and water pollution also represent a grave
concern. Recruiting for international executive talent suffers because of health and safety issues
(Browne).
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Intellectual Property: Mexico respects patent and intellectual property law and
counterfeits are rare. China has very lax regulations in this area and piracy and counterfeits are
rampant.

Shipping and Logistics Comparison:
Navigating shipping and logistics considerations is far easier when using Mexico as a
trading partner as compared to China. Time in transit alone makes Mexico far more appealing. A
summary of Mexico vs. China with respect to shipping and logistics considerations is shown in
the table below:

Shipping time

Containers

Costs

Logistics firms

Cost of holding inventory

Dock strikes

China
Accounting for inland freight
to Chinese port, transit from
China to U.S. and inland
freight from U.S. port to
destination, shipping times can
be as much as three to four
weeks.
U.S. companies manufacturing
in China have to wait for full
container loads to ship to the
U.S. again adding delays to
the process.
The cost to move a container
from China to the U.S. is
about $3,000.
Competition and availability
of container and shipping
firms is tight during peak
times (holiday merchandise
seasons).
The cost of holding inventory
in a container during shipment
can be quite high as days in
inventory increase and
margins decrease. Also an
elongated supply chain
increases inventory costs
overall.
Union worker dock strikes

Mexico
Shipping by truck from
Mexico can take as little as
one day, but typically no more
than four days from
manufacturer to final
destination.
Product can be shipped by
pallet loads by truck.

The cost of shipping by truck
from Mexico to U.S. is simply
cost of fuel and labor.
Again shipping by truck
mitigates logistics difficulties
due to an abundance of
logistic firms operating in this
area.
Short delivery times decrease
inventory costs.

Again due the abundance of
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have become increasingly
trucking companies,
common due to the volume of interruption due to strikes can
consumer goods shipped to the be mitigated.
U.S. from Asia. These strikes
occur when workers assume
they have the most leverage
(i.e. during holiday seasons).

Availability of Raw Materials:
Mexico's Guanajuato region has over 8,000 businesses focused on the footwear industry
(Geo-Mexico). These firms provide many specialized services as well as raw materials such as
leathers and synthetics. Specialty firms provide machinery and equipment for tanneries,
chemicals, leathers and skins, synthetic materials, dyes and textiles, as well as more specialized
shoe-related items such as lasts, soles and heels, accessories and fittings. Because Guanajuato as
a region focuses on the shoe industry companies can forge both vertical and horizontal
manufacturing and supply linkages. Certain Mexican leather suppliers are known for their high
quality product and desirability for boot production.
Large manufacturers in Guanajuato also import a vast amount of raw materials and due to
Mexico's open trade treaties, such importation is relatively uncomplicated. For instance, Grupo
Flexi imports raw materials from several countries as well as uses local raw materials and
leathers (Flexi).

Mexican Transportation and Logistics
Mexican transportation and logistics took a major step forward in January 2011, when the
Obama Administration presented a potential Mexican government long-haul trucking program to
Congress. Subsequent to this, in July of 2011, Mexico and the U.S. finally entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to resolve prior disputes over the functionality of longhaul, cross-border trucking. The program allows for a new inspection and monitoring regime for
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Mexican carriers to apply for long-haul operating authority. This new program enables Mexican
truck transport and will bring as many vehicles as needed into the U.S. Prior to this proposal,
political and regulatory obstacles and Mexican retaliation through tariffs impeded the true
benefits of Mexican/U.S. trade under NAFTA. Environmentalists, labor unions and anti-terror
concerns, while raising some legitimate points, fostered political resistance to streamlined crossborder trucking (Villarreal). Post the MOU, however, Mexican truck shipments now are moving
smoothly.
Truck shipments rose by 11% in 2011. Truck shipments remain the primary means of
transport from Mexico to the U.S. and carry over three times the volume by value of rail freight.
To support this industry, the Mexican government is working to improve major truck highways
and reduce the bottlenecks at border crossings. There are two very viable trucking routes from
the Leon and Guanajuato shoe manufacturing region into the U.S. One is the Mexican 15D and
16 corridors that route over the Mexican west coast through Hermosillo and into Nogales,
connecting with U.S. I-19. The other is Mexican 45D that routes into the Juarez/El Paso, Texas
inland port. The map below illustrates Mexico’s vast highway infrastructure (Jones Lang
Lasalle).
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Mexico 15D, 16

Mexico 45D

Leon,
Guanajuato
Region

Mexico’s supply chain infrastructure is constantly improving magnifying its geographic
proximity and advantages with the United States. In addition to road infrastructure, Mexico is
making improvements to its cross-border railroads. Railroad logistics are roughly 30% cheaper
than truck and in 2011 cross-border rail traffic with Mexico rose 14%. In addition to its cheaper
cost, clearing customs is also quicker with rail transportation. A 250-container train takes about
thirty minutes to clear customs as opposed to a truck pulling a single container that takes about
two hours to clear customs. Railroads account for about 40% of U.S. freight today indicating
how important it is for Mexico to continue growing its rail transportation.
These railway systems also connect the fastest growing port in North America, Lazaro
Cardenas on the west coast of Mexico, to the United States. Kansas City Southern de Mexico
(KCSM) connects Lazaro Cardenas to Houston. KCSM has spent $250 million in the past four
years strengthening its rail line to connect Lazaro Cardenas to a host of automotive and other
manufacturing outlets throughout Mexico. Lazaro Cardenas is about 300 miles closer to Houston
25

by rail than the Port of Los Angeles allowing it to be a popular choice for international shippers
of both finished goods and parts to be assembled in Mexican manufacturing plants. In addition,
the Ferromex rail network easily connects the Guanajuato region with Nogales, Arizona and the
Union Pacific railway system. A map of Mexico’s rail system, including the KCSM and
Ferromex lines is shown below (Jones Lang Lasalle).

Tucson’s (Pima County) Potential as an Inland Port
Considering its proximity to Mexico and the clear trucking and rail lines connecting
Mexican manufacturing to Southern Arizona, Tucson is a logical contender to emerge as a
significant inland port for Mexican manufactured or assembled goods entering the U.S. In
addition to being a gateway to Mexico, Tucson also has the geographic advantage of its
proximity to Phoenix, California and the rest of the Western United States. Tucson’s
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infrastructure advantages include a strong base of logistics, warehousing and transportation
companies. Tucson has access to two railroad lines including the Main Union Pacific rail line
and the Nogales Branch line, three major highways (I-10, I-19, and I-8), an international airport
and two ports including the Port of Tucson Intermodal Center and the Port Expansion at
Mariposa POE.
Although the majority of Mexican shipments to Tucson come by truck, rail is fast
becoming an attractive shipping option. The Port of Tucson is working to speed up the
movement of goods from truck to rail. The Port of Tucson facility is adjacent to the Main Union
Pacific rail line, located on a 264 acre park southeast of Tucson. The Port is registered as a
Foreign Trade Zone, allowing it to receive product in bond. It has warehousing space up to 1
million square feet including 25,000 spare feet of frozen storage space. The Port offers grade
level access, dock level access, intermodal container access and team track facilities (Port of
Tucson). In 2012 the Port of Tucson completed a $19 million rail system expansion. The
expansion features 20,000 feet of new rail to handle unit trains of 60 to 100 rail cars. This
expansion enables the freight handler to ship intermodal containers for clients to destinations
around the world at a much cheaper price. This expansion allows Tucson to be a desired import
destination over the current favorite, Long Beach (Port of Tucson Goes Global, to Ship Directly
to China).
Tucson has many market expansion opportunities in logistics. The Southern Arizona
Logistics Education Organizations (SALEO) is one of several projects designed to develop and
promote the transportation and logistics industry in southern Arizona. SALEO works to stress the
importance of the value that the transportation and logistics industry brings to Tucson including
economic growth (TUSUPPLY). Yet Tucson also will require further infrastructure
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improvements to realize its full potential as an inland port, such as improving the Valencia
corridor, the I-10 Western Bypass Loop and the Tucson-Nogales-Guaymas corridor connection.
In addition, Tucson’s larger neighbor to the north, Phoenix, has announced its own bold plans for
inland port expansion, which while a positive for Mexican transport, could deflate Tucson’s
importance in the transportation and logistics realm. Tucson and Pima County political and
business leadership should be placing significant emphasis on inland port infrastructure to bring
more economic development in transportation and logistics to Southern Arizona.

Mexican Crime and Drug Traffic an Obstacle to Success
Perhaps the greatest obstacle to Mexico’s rise as a dominant trading partner for the U.S.
shoe industry, or any industry, is the continued state of Mexico’s underground drug economy and
related corruption. CNBC reports that the primary reason Mexico ranks only 58th out of 142 of
the world’s countries in the global Competitive Index as published by the World Economic
Forum is crime, theft and corruption. More than 47,000 people have been killed in drug violence
since the start of the Calderon war on drugs in 2006 (Caldwell). The drug cartel problem is real
and will require political, police and popular support to quell. These efforts, however, will take
time and significant resources. In the meantime, however, should the Mexican drug crime scene
deter using Mexico as a significant manufacturing resource?
The answer is no. The bottom line is that Mexico is increasingly becoming a very cost
effective alternative to Asian manufacturing, and that shipping and logistic costs from Mexico as
opposed to China are significantly cheaper. DHL Global Forwarding quotes that a 40-foot
container shipment from Asia through California to Texas costs about $4,300. Contrast that with
a $1,200 cost of driving a 40-foot trailer from Juarez to the middle of Texas (Buch). Mexican
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cost advantages are becoming so significant that multinational companies are learning to manage
around the real dangers of crime and corruption.
Andrew Selee, director of the Mexico Institute, notes that Mexico’s violence is
manageable. High level foreign executives protect themselves and their operations with
sophisticated security systems (Caldwell). Trucking companies are increasingly using the
services of armed escorts to protect cargo and personnel. In some instances, smaller operations
have resorted to paying “protection payments” to cartels and organized crime outfits that threaten
the safety of business operations (Grillo). Selee notes that large companies generally can avoid
protection fees by influencing the Mexican authorities to push back against extortion attempts
(Caldwell).
As economies evolve and become more successful, crime and corruption become less of
an issue and increasingly manageable. The Mexican drug situation is far from ideal, but is in fact
manageable and as Mexico becomes a larger world economic force, crime and corruption should
subside as a deterrent from Mexican expansion.

Discussion with Industry Experts About Mexican Manufacturing
In order to better understand Mexican manufacturing prospects and abilities, I conducted
detailed interviews with two professionals in the product development and sourcing areas for
shoes. My first interview was with Daniel Klein, Product Manager Millennial Shoes for Macy's,
Inc. His division does not source from Mexico today (although some other Macy's shoe lines do).
My second interview was with Bill Wittgow, Sourcing Director Global Footwear Planning for
Nike, Inc. Nike manufacturers primarily in Asia, but has begun operations in Mexico over the
past five years. To facilitate my interviews, I provided the questionnaire shown in Appendix A to
the interview candidates. Summaries of my discussions are provided below.
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Summary of Interview with Daniel Klein, Product Manager Millennial Shoes,
Macy's, Inc.:
Private Label Shoe Brands and Existing Supply Chain: Mr. Klein works with two
Macy's private label brands, American Rag and Material Girl. American Rag shoes are sourced
from a third party vendor, Mark Tucker, which has all of its manufacturing in China. Material
Girl Shoes are sourced from Steve Madden. Material Girl shoes are manufactured in China, but
Mr. Klein believes that Steve Madden has relationships with Mexican factories (and in fact my
research indicates that Steve Madden does manufacture in Mexico). Macy's uses two vendors per
brand, and in his area the vendors are located in New York, but manufacturing takes place in
Asia. Macy's has used Mr. Klein's vendors since his brands' inception.
Mr. Klein supervises his brands' products from concept to store shelf. His team can work
up to one year to place a new product into stores. His team does not have an in house shoe
design team, but instead uses vendors such as Mark Tucker and Steve Madden for design. Mr.
Klein's team will set color trends and style trends and then work closely with vendor sketching to
develop approved designs. Once a sketch is developed it is sent to the factory to produce a
prototype. Once the prototype is approved, Macy's will place sample orders to bring to a buying
decision making process. The time elapsed from sketch to buying decision can be up to five
months. If the decision to buy is made, Mr. Klein's team will send orders to vendor partners who
will work with factories on price and timing. Negotiation on costs and timing can take between
two to three weeks of time; however, larger delays may ensue if there is miscommunication or
clarification needed. Assuming that negotiation completes, manufacturing begins based on the
timetable scheduled. Manufacturing generally takes around two months. Once manufactured it
takes about a month for shoes to ship to country and 2 weeks to get into stores (total 6 weeks).
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Macy's creates new product six times per year repeating this entire process. Mr. Klein stated that
re-orders of a product can take up to three months.
Mr. Klein noted that he is satisfied with the supply chain today, but noted that a Mexican
factory would be welcomed if it could reduce the lengthy (up to 5 month) design process.
Supervising Outsourced Vendors: Macy's has a Chinese office to trouble shoot problems
and Mr. Klein's team visits Chinese factories once yearly. In addition, Mr. Klein uses
independent contractors to check factories regularly. Travel costs to and from China are an issue,
and he noted Mexico could be an opportunity to reduce management burdens and costs.
Has Macy's Considered Moving to Mexican Manufacturers?: Mr. Klein has not
considered Mexican manufactures simply because his team and vendors have very strong
relationships with Chinese factories that they have been using for many years. To change from a
relationship that is working would be risky. He does believe that there is opportunity in using
Mexican vendors and that this will happen over time. He agrees that Mexico would reduce
shipping costs and speed time to market. He is, however, concerned with Mexican quality issues.
He noted that an associate who owns a Mexican apparel manufacturing company commented
that Mexican factories work well for basic items, but complicated details (i.e. specialized hems,
certain graphics, and overall more complicated designs) can pose problems. He believes that
Asian factories deal with complexity better.
Mr. Klein noted that rising Chinese wages are a concern, but he notes that Mexican
wages may rise as well. He stated that Macy's will look to other countries for opportunity. He
also noted, that if Mexican wages provide a true benefit then that would be a motivator to move
to Mexico. His biggest concern with labor, however, was not the hourly cost but the quality of
the laborer and resulting quality of the product.
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Mr. Klein closed our discussion, noting that reported Mexican crime would not be a
deterrent and noted that China has its own crime issues.

Summary of Interview with Bill Wittgow, Sourcing Director Global Footwear
Planning, Nike, Inc.:
In my search for interview candidates, I was fortunate to meet with an expert in
emerging market manufacturing and sourcing, Bill Wittgow with Nike. Mr. Wittgow overseas
long range planning for sourcing in emerging market countries, specifically India, Mexico,
Brazil and Argentina. His team studies the business case in emerging countries and evaluates
manufacturing capabilities, material supply and required investment and return. Mr. Wittgow
began our conversation noting that Nike is the only major athletic footwear brand manufacturing
in Mexico today. He believes, however, that more will move to Mexico.
Mr. Wittgow stated that Nike manufacturers more apparel in Mexico than footwear. Nike
is a global brand that supplies many Mexican sports teams, and Nike believes that it is good
business to support their clients' country through local production. Also local vendors are closer
to market and can respond quicker. Nike also uses Mexico to manufacture U.S. product,
especially for replenishment product. Sports sales are very dependent upon the success of a
certain team in a certain season. If the team is winning, then more product sells. Mexico's
proximity to the U.S. makes Mexico an ideal locale for replenishment of goods if needed.
Existing Supply Chain: Today, Nike uses approximately 80 individual Asian factories
for shoe manufacturing. Most companies are headquartered in Taiwan and Korea with factories
located in China, Vietnam and Indonesia. Nike U.S. sends designs to Taiwan and Korea and the
manufacturing is sourced to factories in other countries. The factory and the supply chain
decision is based primarily on the raw materials needed for the shoes. Raw material availability
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and proximity is essential and will dictate the supply chain. Mr. Wittgow noted that Asian
factories have much larger production scale capabilities than Mexico.
He has been working with Mexican manufacturers for about five years. The primary
obstacle for Mexico is that it does not have enough raw material suppliers. He notes that
Mexican labor cost and the cost to source raw materials to Mexico causes Mexico to be a more
expensive cost option, despite transportation savings. Mr. Wittgow believes, however, that as
more athletic footwear companies consider Mexico, the number of raw material suppliers will
increase. He noted that Mexican manufacturing quality has increased over the past two to three
years. Right now, small scale is Mexico's quality issue. He believes that if scale increases (i.e.
more companies manufacture there) then quality will be reliable.
Mr. Wittgow stated that the time from development to store is about the same for both
Asia and Mexico, approximately 18 months on average. Today he believes that given the
capacity, detail and experience of the Asian factories it is more fruitful to develop new
introductions in Asia and bring the design to Mexico for reproduction.
His general view is that Mexico's real advantage is in supplying always available product.
This product has tried and true design and therefore requires only reproduction. He believes that
Mexico's proximity and cheaper transport costs make placing always available production there
very attractive.
On the subject of Mexican crime, he noted that it has not been an issue for them. They are
careful with trucking vendors and routes.
Supervising Outsourced Vendors: Nike typically maintains a liaison office in each
country in which it manufactures. In addition Nike staff will manage or assist in managing the
factory. Nike maintains only one Nike staff member for its two Mexican shoe factories (located
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in Leon) and this person reports to the liaison office in Brazil. Nike also maintains an office in
Guadalajara to represent all Mexican business and this office is also used for supervision if
necessary.

Conclusion
Mexico is emerging as a viable manufacturing and sourcing partner for the U.S. apparel
and footwear industries; however, China and Asia have a significant head start that spans
decades. Right now Asian dominance makes the decision to relocate to Mexico quite risky. Why
change what works? The Chinese have the capacity, expertise and most importantly established
client relationships to remain the manufacturing base of choice.
So how does Mexico become a real player in the apparel and footwear industry? The
answer lies in its improving economics and U.S. proximity. Even the Chinese recognize that
their economic advantage is evaporating and the savvy factories are opening beachheads in
Mexico. What Mexico needs now is to clearly communicate its economic, transportation,
environmental, safety, regulatory and other advantages on a routine basis. The advantages are
there, but executives through ignorance or lack of inertia are reluctant to embrace.
Perhaps Mexico should take Mr. Wittgow's advice and trumpet the advantages of
manufacturing "always available" product. The appeal of eliminating stock outs and increasing
inventory turns by use of a closer provider is clearly there. Perhaps Mexico should use Inditex's
model for fast fashion as a reason to near-shore in Mexico for the trendy retailer whose inventory
must change quickly. If giants like Nike and Inditex see advantages, it is quite likely that others
will follow, making Mexico even more attractive.
Mexico lost much of its manufacturing client base to China during the rise of the baby
boom generation. Well, a new dominant Millenial generation is now surging in the workforce
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and it is likely that the Mexican manufacturing equation will be revisited and rethought. Mexico
is ripe for a new generation to harness its efficiencies.
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Appendix A
Honors Thesis Retailer Questionnaire

1. Please describe your private label footwear supply chain today. Specifically address:
a. Approximately how many vendors provide product?
b. Where are the vendors located?
c. On average how long have you worked with these vendors?
2. How do you supervise these outsourced vendors?
a. Do you have onsite management?
b. How often do buyers/product personnel meet with manufacturers?
c. Is travel cost and time an issue?
3. How long does it take to bring a new product to market?
a. What is the time period from design to manufacture to stocking in stores?
b. How often do you develop new products?
i. Seasonally?
ii. Style changes?
iii. Fast fashion considerations?
c. How does the location of manufacturing vendors factor into the time to market?
4. Have you considered working with Mexican shoe manufacturing vendors?
a. If so, why or why not?
b. Does proximity to U.S. market make a difference?
i. Cheaper transport costs?
ii. Faster to market?
iii. Easier to supervise and control outcomes?
c. Are quality concerns an issue with Mexican manufacturing?
d. Are rising Asian labor costs a concern for the future?
i. Would parity of Mexican/Asian wages change any thoughts on Mexican
manufacturing?
e. Does reported Mexican drug crime impact your view of Mexico as a source of potential
suppliers?
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